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Upper intermediate

Open mind
Unit 10: Grammar and vocabUlary test b

B Match the sentence halves. 

0 If you swim when the sea is this rough,  
you are taking h

9 If you tell her the truth, you run  

 10 We must all dare  

 11 No child should be exposed   

 12 Houses this close to the river are all at  

 13 A healthy lifestyle will help to reduce  

 14 Journalists in war zones risk  

 15 I think we’d better play  

a to violence in the home.
b risk of flooding.
c the risk of developing the disease.
d to take risks.
e their lives on a daily basis.
f it safe and travel when the weather is better.
g the risk of offending her.
h a risk.

C Complete the sentences with options from 
the box. There are two extra options.

security    risk    freedom    chances    at risk     
safe    risky    failure    high-risk    dare    
assessments

0 If the weather on the mountain gets really bad,  
it’s best to play it safe  and come 
back down.

 16 At least we have the   of knowing that 
the rescue team is there.

 17 We carry out thorough risk   for all 
our adventure holidays.

 18 By going into the mountains without the correct 
gear, you put the lives of the rescue team 

 .

 19 Being able to cycle everywhere gives the kids a lot 
of  .

 20 There was a high rope bridge, but I didn’t 
  to cross it.

Vocabulary
A Complete the crossword by answering 
the clues.

0p

1f l

a
2r y

 3a

 4s

 5f

 6h -

 7d

 8t

Across
2 r  : involving danger
4 s  : safety from harm
6 h  -  : involving a high level 

of danger
7 d  : to not be afraid to do something
8 t   a risk: to do something that you know 

is dangerous

Down
0 p lay  it safe: to avoid doing 

something dangerous
1 f  : a lack of success
3 risk a  : when someone judges how safe 

something is
5 f  : the opportunity to do what you want
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Open Mind  upper intermediate

4 talking / I’m / very good / not / to strangers / at

  

5 a straight / she / incapable / is / of / answer / giving

  

6 life / were / to / her / sadly, they / unable / save

  

7 organizing / we finally / exhibition / in / succeeded /  
the

  

B Choose the correct words or phrases.

0 It’s possible that she might / must have slipped.

8 We don’t know for sure what happened. She might / 
must have lost her way.

9 Reports suggest that the explosion might / must 
have been caused by fireworks but no one knows 
for sure.

 10 Surely they must know / have known what they were 
doing was dangerous.

 11 He can’t / might not have gone shopping. His wallet 
is here in his coat pocket.

 12 They must / could have been terrified when they saw 
the fire spreading.

 13 She may not have / not had noticed the water 
coming in.

 14 I guess one possible explanation is that he must / 
might have lost his map.

 15 It’s such a long distance. She can’t / must have 
walked it all in one day!

 21 I think that jogging on these icy paths is too 
 . 

 22 You’ll never be successful if you’re not willing to take 
  now and then.

 23 The accident was caused by their    
to use the safety equipment provided.

D Complete the text. The first letter of each 
missing word is given.

Firefighters are modern heroes. They risk their  

(0) l ives  in order to serve the public, and every 

time they enter a burning building, they  

(24) r   the risk of injury or even death. 

Not only are they at risk from fire, but they can also find 

themselves (25) e   to other hazards such as 

poisonous chemical fumes.

Firefighting is a (26) h  -risk occupation, 

but that doesn’t mean that firefighters are willing to 

(27) t   silly risks. Extensive training and use 

of safety equipment both help to (28) r   

the risks. However, even with high-tech protection 

and breathing apparatus, it is often astonishing how 

firefighters (29) d   to go into extremely 

dangerous situations. Sometimes it’s just not possible 

for them to (30) p   it safe: if they don’t go in, 

lives will be lost.

Score   / 30

Grammar
A Order the words to make sentences.

0 both / good / skiing / at / they’re / really

 They’re both really good at skiing.

1 I don’t / Florin / lying / capable / think / of / is

  

2 managed / my / I finally / to work / phone / to get

  

3 manage / contact / I / them / didn’t / to
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Open Mind  upper intermediate

D Correct the sentences which have 
mistakes. Tick (✓) the correct sentences.

0 Jessica seems to be incapable of follow simple 
instructions. 

 following

 23 It’s a big boat. Hannah can’t have taken it out on 
her own. 

  

 24 The children may not had noticed the warning signs. 

  

 25 I was trapped in the car and unable move my legs. 

  

 26 They could have been very frightened when they 
saw the wall of water coming towards them.

  

 27 I’m not sure why they didn’t do the climb, but they 
might have decided it was too dangerous.

  

 28 It took all of my strength, but I managed to turn the 
boat back up the right way. 

  

 29 It’s an 20-kilometre walk and they’ve only been gone 
for two hours. They can’t have finished yet. 

  

 30 I love walking in the mountains, but I’m not very 
good at read maps! 

  

Score   / 30

Total score   / 60

C Complete the sentences with a word or 
phrase from the box.

succeeded in    might not have    couldn’t     

could have    capable of    can’t have     

must have    managed

0 I don’t think I’d be capable of  jumping out 
of a plane.

 16 It   been incredibly difficult 
for them to sail across the ocean in such 
terrible weather.

 17 Initial reports suggest that the fire in a food 
factory   been caused by an 
electrical fault.

 18 Despite all the problems, they   
reaching the top of the mountain.

 19 She was swept out to sea and we   
save her.

 20 If he fell so quickly and so far, he   
been using the safety equipment properly.

 21 The drowned men were not from the area, so they 
  realised how dangerous the river 

can be.

 22 The boat sank, but we   to swim to 
the shore.


